WE LOVE WHERE WE LIVE AND WORK.

We're a better company, when our decisions reflect the values of the communities in which we operate.
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If you have questions, please reach out to our BC Works Communities team.

Information Gaps
BC Works wants to know more about what's important to you. Share your feedback by scanning or clicking the QR code.

Our Operations
BC Works comprises a modernized aluminium smelter in Kitimat and the Kemano Powerhouse, a clean renewable energy hydropower facility supplied by the Nechako Reservoir.

Investing in Communities for a Better Tomorrow
How We Worked Together in 2022

Sustainable communities: $205,000
Culture & Heritage: $470,000

Education: $151,000
Health & Wellbeing: $268,200

Reducing inequalities: $85,000
Environment: $942,180

In-Kind: $95,470

Water Engagement Initiative (WEI)
WEI is an inclusive, interest-based public engagement process to improve water management in the Nechako River. WEI is led by independent facilitators and supported by technical specialists to address interests and issues related to Rio Tinto’s operations spanning the Nechako Reservoir, Skins-Cheslatta-Murray Lake System and the Nechako River.

Together, we are identifying changes to our operations that better reflect a broad range of community interests.

Get the latest updates on the WEI main table at getinvolvednechako.ca

Kitimat Public Advisory Committee (KPAC)
Rio Tinto BC Works hosts KPAC meetings quarterly and it is comprised of more than 20 community organizations, including District of Kitimat, Haisla Nation, Unifor 2301, Kitimat Chamber of Commerce and Ministry of Environment. KPAC serves as a source of information on our operations, and conversely, ensures that community voices are heard and considered in our decision making on the environmental performance of the smelter. This group has been meeting for 27 years.

Your voice matters. Come be a part of KPAC by emailing: bcworksinfo@riotinto.com or learn more about KPAC at https://www.riotinto.com/en/operations/canada/bc-works

LOCAL PRIORITIES
We know that the well-being of the communities we operate in is important to our success.

We want our operations to reflect the values and needs of local communities. This is the legacy we aim to create, together.

Thank you for taking time to share your valuable feedback with us.

To learn more about how you can apply for community investment projects, click or scan this QR code to be taken to our Canada Fund page.